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1. MAIN FINDINGS 1.1 Introduction The collapse of the Soviet Union brought with it a series of newly independent countries that have had various experiences in the nature, extent, and degree of democratic institutionalisation and democratic consolidation. As part of the ICNRD-5 follow-up activities, the Government of Mongolia (GOM) has been developing ‘core’ and ‘satellite’ democratic governance indicators to assess the quality and depth of its democracy and to serve as important tools for democratic reform as it reflects on its own democratic experiences since the 1990 transition. The development of core and satellite democratic governance indicators is also meant to be disseminated to other countries in transition in an effort to share the lessons from the Mongolian experience. This report contributes to that process by providing a preliminary comparative assessment of democracy in Mongolia and five central Asian republics of the former Soviet Union, including Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Kyrgystan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan. The study is organised using the International IDEA State of Democracy (SoD) framework, which has been used to carry out democracy assessments in over fifteen countries to date and a desk study on the state of democracy in Mongolia (see Landman, Larizza, and McEvoy 2005) prepared for the National Conference ‘Democracy Development in Mongolia: Challenges and Opportunities’, held in Ulaanbaatar 30 June to 1 July 2005. Since the study is comparative, it necessarily cannot go as in-depth into each country as did the desk study on Mongolia, but it adds value by drawing comparative inferences across the countries, which may be useful for the development of democratic governance indicators and to provide recommendations for democratic reform more generally. To that end, it presents a multitude of comparative tables and figures with key indicators relevant to the assessment categories of the SOD framework, which are complemented with narrative accounts examining key areas of concern in the advance of, or obstacles to, democracy across the countries. It is also hoped that this report forms part of the larger set of activities that will lead into ICNRD-6 in Doha, Qatar in November 2006. 1.3 Main findings 1.3.1



The clearest democratic progress has been made in Mongolia, which has promulgated a democratic constitution, had regular competitive elections for all political offices, meaningful alternation in power, and has generally high levels of public support for democracy. Such advances have not been as evident in the other countries, where the least amount of progress toward democracy has been made in Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan.



1.3.2



With the exception of Turkmenistan, all the countries have formally established semi-presidential institutional designs, where the President is the Head of State and the Prime Minister is the Head of Government. In practice, however, there has been the tendency for the concentration of power in the Presidency (less so in Mongolia), which has compromised the democratic



value of horizontal accountability. Even in Mongolia, where there is greater cooperation between the President and Prime Minister, sitting MPs serve simultaneously in the cabinet, which in a relatively small Parliament compromises horizontal accountability. 1.3.3



All the countries have persistent problems with the full protection of civil and political rights, where everyday forms of human rights violations are common and severe in Uzbekistan, which has had significant problems with arbitrary arrest and detention, torture, extra-judicial killings; and in Turkmenistan, where the political system is governed through the personal whim of the President himself.



1.3.4



All the countries have varying degrees of problems in socio-economic development as they have struggled to make a transition from command economies to those that are more based on the market. Large state firms and state-subsidised features of these economies have been dismantled in relatively rapid fashion, which has eroded the social safety net. Coupled with the historical and cultural inexperience with market mechanisms, the new market economies have been plagued with increasing inequality and corruption, which serve to undermine the progressive realisation in economic and social rights, thereby serving to undermine what other democratic advances have been made.



1.3.5



Despite the formal trappings of democratic institutions in the Central Asian countries, there remain severe limits on real political participation, real protection of rights to free speech, assembly, and association, and the ability for significant opposition groups to form. There has thus been a process of ‘de-democratization’ taking place that is coupled with increasing executive power and authority.



1.3.6



All the countries have been potentially subject to the international relations and foreign policy strategies of primarily China, Russia, and the United States. The five central Asian republics are strategically located between South Asia, the Middle East, and Russia, where the desire for access to oil and the prosecution of the ‘war on terror’ has meant that these countries are of great strategic interest. The United States has had air bases in both Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan, but after increasing tensions between the international community and Uzbekistan over human rights violations primarily related to the Andijan crisis in May 2005, the Parliament in Uzbekistan voted to ask the US to leave the base. In addition, Mongolia has sent a limited number of troops to the conflict in Iraq, which was rewarded by a visit from President Bush in late 2005.



1.3.7



Continued deterioration in the protection of human rights and the absence of real democratic reform in Central Asia has meant that many international donors have either reduced or stopped altogether the extension of loans, grants, and other forms of overseas development assistance.
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OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH



2.1 Background Drawing on successive democratic assessments at the domestic level of the UK, the ‘Democratic Audit’ methodology (Klug, Starmer, and Weir 1996; Weir and Beetham 1999; Beetham, Byrne, Ngan, and Weir 2002) has been developed to ‘travel’ beyond the UK and be applied to any country in the world. The development and implementation of this methodology was sponsored by the Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (IDEA) and has become known as the ‘State of Democracy’ project (SoD). The main intellectual forces behind the UK Democratic Audit, Professors David Beetham and Stuart Weir, greatly expanded the methodology used in the UK to make it universal in application along with the aid of a panel of experts recruited by International IDEA and in-house staff. International IDEA has tested the expanded methodology by means of a pilot program in a number of developed and developing nations in different regions around the world to assess the robustness, flexibility and universality of the methodology. International IDEA recruited assessment teams in eight nations – Bangladesh, El Salvador, Italy, Kenya, Malawi, New Zealand, Peru and South Korea – each of which successfully concluded a democracy assessment using the methodology. These teams were recruited largely from universities and academic centres within the countries under assessment. A small core team at the University of Leeds also provided desk studies for the assessment teams while developing a database of relevant sources and sets of international standards and examples of best practice for wider use of the methodology in the future. In 2002, International IDEA published two major reports on the progress of the State of Democracy project in association with Kluwer Law International. The first of these was The International IDEA Handbook on Democracy Assessment, which fully sets out the methodology; provides a databank of sources; lists international standards and best practice for comparative purposes; and describes in detail processes for stakeholder and other consultative legitimation, the use of opinion polling, and techniques for validation, publicity and dissemination. The second volume, The State of Democracy: Democracy Assessments in Eight Nations Around The World, provides a summary of the eight assessments; builds a comparative set of both qualitative and quantitative indicators; and draws a series of comparative conclusions. The methodology has since been applied in Africa on a comparative basis, Australia, Ireland, the Philippines, and South Asia on a comparative basis (Beetham 2005), and was used as the framework for the desk study on the state of Mongolian democracy (Landman, Larizza, and McEvoy 2005). This comparative study on the state of democracy in Mongolia and the five Central Asian republics uses the International IDEA framework and complements it with extant quantitative indicators on democratic governance in an effort to establish the nature, depth, and extent of democracy in the region; provide a baseline of quantitative and qualitative democratic indicators; and identify significant gaps in the public record about the quality of democracy that need to be addressed through activities pursued under the auspices of ICNRD-5. The study therefore represents a primer and diagnostic tool for domestic institutions, research teams, and local 3



stakeholders from the public and private sector in the region for addressing problems of democratic quality and seeking ways in which to pursue significant democratic reforms. 2.2 The State of Democracy Framework 2.2.1



Purpose



The State of Democracy framework serves several related purposes all of which are important for bringing about significant progress in developing democratic institutions and deepening the democratic experience for all citizens. The framework (1) serves to raise public awareness about what democracy involves and how political institutions reflect and are related to fundamental democratic ideas; (2) helps address popular concerns through the identification of strengths and weakness in current democratic practice in a systematic fashion; (3) contributes to public debate about the nature of the democratic system and the ways in which to pursue reforms; and (4) it provides an instrument for the assessment of reforms (Beetham, Bracking, Kearton, and Weir 2002: 10; Beetham 2005). 2.2.2



Values and principles



The State of Democracy framework is founded on a fundamental set of democratic principles and mediating values. Drawing on the rich tradition of democratic theory and efforts at defining democracy (see Landman 2005a), the fundamental principles of democracy upon which the framework is based are (1) popular control over public decision making and decision makers, and (2) equality of respect and voice between citizens in the exercise of that control. In addition to these two principles, there are seven mediating values in the framework, including participation, authorisation, representation, accountability, transparency, responsiveness, and solidarity. The achievement of these mediating values in turn rely on a series of requirements that need to be in place and institutional means with which to realise them (Beetham, Bracking, Kearton, and Weir 2002: 14). The combination of the mediating values, requirements, and institutional means for realising them is outlined in Figure 2.1. 2.2.3



Methodology



The State of Democracy framework provides a list of ‘search’ questions organised across four main columns and sub-categories of investigation for which qualitative and quantitative indicators can be assembled (see Table 2.1). This comparative study used the four main columns and the list of search questions to establish its preliminary findings on the state of democracy in the region by matching qualitative and quantitative data to the various categories of analysis as best as possible. There are a total of 94 search questions organised across these different columns and categories, for which the study sought to provide answers through analysis of publicly available information.
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Figure 2.1. Mediating values, requirements, and institutional means (www.idea.int)
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Table 2.1. Main columns and subcategories in the state of democracy framework Main Columns Sub-Categories Citizenship, Law, and Rights Nationhood and citizenship The rule of law and access to justice Civil and political rights Economic and social rights Representative and Accountable Government



Free and fair elections Democratic role of political parties Government effectiveness and accountability Civilian control of the military and police Minimizing corruption



Civil Society and Popular Participation



Media in a democratic society Political participation Government responsiveness Decentralisation



Democracy Beyond the State International dimensions of democracy Source: Beetham, Bracking, Kearton and Weir, 2002: 16; 64-66; www.idea.int



2.2.3.1. The South Asian Precedent But unlike a single-country study, this study is comparative and thus is slightly different than most of previous applications of the State of Democracy framework. The South Asian state of democracy project has established a precedent for the comparative analysis of democracy. The South Asian study is an initiative to carry out a base-line evaluation of the democratic enterprise in the five South Asian countries of Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. The programme has its headquarters at the Centre for the Study of Developing Societies in Delhi, India. It has carried out its evaluation through a cross-national sample survey, qualitative assessment, case studies on themes relating to democracy, and ‘dialogues’ on democracy throughout the region (see www.lokniti.org). 2.2.3.2. Scope and abstraction The second and related way in which this study differs from a single-country study is that it strikes a balance between its inclusion of many countries and its ability to provide in-depth information using concepts that ‘travel’ across different political contexts. Such a balance, or trade-off between the scope of countries that are under comparison and the level of abstraction of the concepts and measures that are used to make the comparisons is a classic feature of all comparative analysis in political science (see Landman 2003: 24-26). Since the study compares only 6 countries, however, the comparisons remain closer to the ground and provide meaningful lessons for the larger processes of democratization in the current era. 2.2.3.3. Most Similar Systems Design A final feature of the study is its overall inclusion of countries that have had a similar historical background since the five Central Asian countries were former Soviet 6



Socialist Republics and Mongolia was in many respects a Soviet satellite state until its democratic transition in 1990. Yet across the countries there have been varying degrees of democratization, which places this study squarely in the ‘most similar systems design’ of comparative politics, where it is possible to draw meaningful inferences about political processes and variables through the comparison of different outcomes across similar countries (see Faure 1994; Landman 2003: 29-34). While the purpose of much of comparative politics is to provide explanation through the comparison of similarities and differences across countries, this present comparative study is more exploratory and descriptive in its mapping of democratic progress in the region. In this way, the study draws comparative lessons from the political experiences since the fall of the Soviet Union in an effort to contribute to domestic democratic assessment and mobilization for reform. 2.3 Comparative Study as a Diagnostic Tool The comparative study serves as an important diagnostic tool by looking at those institutions and practices that are in place that realise the mediating values, and by extension the fundamental principles of democracy, while at the same time providing constructive evaluation of those institutions and practices that are either not in place or that serve as significant obstacles to realising the mediating values and fundamental principles of democracy. The findings contained in this study demonstrate the democratic achievements, democratic challenges, and democratic opportunities for Mongolia and the five Central Asian republics, as well as identify a set of areas in need of further research and in-depth investigation at the grassroots level. 2.3.1



Comparative Trends and patterns



The study collected a variety of statistical indicators on democracy, development, human rights, and governance to provide answers to the search questions across the different sub-categories of the four main columns listed in Table 2.1. For democracy, these indicators included measures of institutionalised democracy (e.g. the Polity IV measure of democracy), indicators on general levels of development, patterns of distribution, and foreign aid (e.g. World Bank Development Indicators; Human Development Index, and USAID), and public opinion surveys on various aspects of democracy and patterns of governance across the six countries. The indicators on human rights are standards-based scales of the relative protection of civil and political rights, physical integrity rights, levels of torture, the protection of worker rights, as well as women’s social and economic rights, including the Political Terror Scale, the Cingranelli and Richards human rights data (www.humanrightsdata.com), and Hathaway (2002) scale of torture. These quantitative indicators allow for over time comparisons that can chart the relative progress and possible regress across different dimensions of democracy. In addition, the study includes measures of corruption, good governance, food security, progress in the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals, and other indicators of socio-economic development. Alongside these quantitative indicators, which are necessarily limited, the study includes qualitative summaries of the key aspects of democracy organised using the sub-categories and columns outlined in Table 2.1, including reports and analyses from the US Department of State, Amnesty International, the Foreign and Commonwealth Office of the United Kingdom, UN Special Rapporteurs, UN Treaty Monitoring 7



Bodies, and other governmental, inter-governmental, and non-governmental organisations, as well as academic journal articles, newspaper reports, online information, and other sources. 2.3.2



Gaps



The study contains findings that emerge from the data that are publicly available, as well as identifying those areas where there is a dearth of available information. It is hoped that the identification of these gaps will assist assessment researchers in identifying their priorities and shape their inquiry into the state of democracy. Of the six countries, access to information was the most limited for Turkmenistan since it has a highly controlled media and no independent associations in political, economic, or civil society.
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3



State of Democracy Analysis



This section of the study forms the core content of the comparative democracy assessment and draws on all of the different types of data and information outlined above, which are used to address the search questions and identify significant knowledge gaps on various aspects of the state of democracy across the countries. In addition to the core content contained in the four main columns and their subcategories, the section also lists areas of further research that ought to be addressed through the continued activities associated with ICNRD-5 and ICNRD-6. These are then summarised at the end of the study. Before proceeding with the full analysis, it is important to examine the basic and general features of the countries in this study. Table 3.1 presents basic descriptive information on each of the countries, where some preliminary observations are possible. With the possible exception of Uzbekistan, all the countries have a scarce population for their relative size, while Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan are the smallest in terms of total area out of the six countries. The five Central Asian republics all achieved their independence from the Soviet Union in 1991, followed shortly thereafter by the promulgation of broadly speaking republican constitutions with an ostensible separation of powers. Five of the six countries are formally semi-presidential systems, although in practice there are been the tendency to consolidate power in the office of the President, especially Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. Four out of the six countries have bicameral legislative branches, while Mongolia has a unicameral parliament (Hural) and Turkmenistan has two separate unicameral legislative chambers. All the countries have a Supreme Court, while Kazakhstan has an additional Constitutional Council, and Kyrgyzstan has an additional Constitutional Court and Higher Court of Arbitration. As this study will show, the relative power between and among these branches of government relates to the degree to which there is horizontal accountability, where the power of office holders and institutions to dominate politics is meant to be checked through oversight and some form of judicial review. In socio-economic terms, the per capita GDP levels vary considerably between just over $1,100 in Turkmenistan to over $7,000 in Kazakhstan, which is roughly a $1000 below the global mean per capita income figure using a 2000 purchasing power parity (PPP) measure for 2000 (see www.worldbank.org). Apart from Kazakhstan, the remaining countries have relatively low levels of per capita income, while all have significantly high proportions (19-60%) of their populations living under the poverty line, a factor that may well undermine the enjoyment of economic and social rights as well as the exercise of democratic citizenship (see below). Finally, despite the low per capita GDP figures, all the countries have a reasonable distribution of income with Gini indices ranging between 28% and 40%.1 Beyond these basic descriptive statistics and indicators, it is clear that these countries have had varying degrees of democratization since their independence, where the advance of democracy has oftentimes halted or regressed and nascent democratic 1



The Gini index ranges from 0 to 100 and measures the relative distribution of income. A higher number means that a larger proportion of the national income goes to a smaller proportion of the population, while a lower number means that the income is more evenly distributed.
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institutions have been undermined through the abuse of personal power by executives, elite-led forms of corruption, and outright violation of civil and political rights of citizens. Freedom of the press, assembly, association and freedom from arbitrary detention, torture, and inhuman and degrading treatment have been seriously undermined in some degree in all of the countries, where such rights protections are arguably best in Mongolia and most precarious in Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. Judiciaries remain weak and unable to achieve significant levels of independence to combat the worst forms of human rights abuse, while corruption in all of the countries has had a corrosive impact on the distribution of income, access to justice, and differential access to political power, where there is a significant blurring in the distinction between the public and private sphere. The conditions of pre- and posttrial detention across all the countries are insufficient to meet basic international standards, where cells are overcrowded, cold, without adequate lighting, and prisoners and detainees have limited access to sufficient healthcare. Mongolia continues to carry out state executions in secret, while Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan introduced moratoria on executions even though according to Amnesty International Kyrgyzstan deports people to face execution in China and Uzbekistan (www.amnesty.org). Tajikistan carried out several executions in secret before it declared its own moratorium in April 2004.
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Table 3.1. Basic facts and key features of the comparison countries Area



Kazakhstan 2,717,300 sq km



Kyrgyzstan 198,500 sq km



Mongolia 1,564,116 sq km



Tajikistan 143,100 sq km



Turkmenistan 488,100 sq km



Uzbekistan 447,400 sq km



Population



15,185,844



5,146,281



2,791,272



7,163,506



4,952,081



26,851,195



Independence



1991



1991



1921



1991



1991



1991



Constitution



1995



1993 (amended 2003)



1992



1994



1992



1992



Capital



Astana



Bishkek



Ulaanbaatar



Dushanbe



Ashgabat



Tashkent



Institutional design Executive



Semi-Presidential President Prime Minister



Semi-presidential President Prime Minister



Semi-presidential President Prime Minister



Semi-presidential President Prime Minister



Presidential President



Semi-presidential President Prime Minister



Legislative



Bicameral Senate (39 seats) Majilis (77 seats)



Bicameral Assembly of People’s Representatives (70 seats) Legislative Assembly (35 seats)



Unicameral 76 seats



Bicameral Assembly of Representatives (63 seats) National Assembly (33 seats)



Unicameral People’s Council



Bicameral Senate (100 seats) Legislative Chamber (120 seats)



Unicameral Parliament



Judiciary



Supreme Court Constitutional Council



Supreme Court Constitutional Court Higher Court of Arbitration



Supreme Court



Supreme Court



Supreme Court



Supreme Court



GDP per capita PPP 2004



$7,800



$1,700



$1,900



$1,100



$5,700



$1,800



Population below poverty line



19%



40%



36.1%



60%



58%



28%



Gini Index



32.3



34.8



30.27



32.6



40.8



26.8
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3.1 Citizenship, Law, and Rights 3.1.1



Nationhood and citizenship



All the countries in the study are independent nation states with UN status. Mongolia achieved its independence from China in 1921, while the five Central Asian Republics gained their independence from the Soviet Union in 1991. Table 3.2 lists the main minority groups that comprise each of the countries. Mongolia is the most ethnically homogenous country with the only significantly numerous non-Mongol minority group comprising the Kazakhs who in live the western province bordering Kazakhstan and make up 85% of the population in that province while only 6% nationally. The other five countries have significant minority populations of Russians, Ukrainians, Uzbeks, and Kazakhs. Kazakhstan has made special provision for all ethnic Kazakhs to return to Kazakhstan after having fled the republic during Soviet rule (particularly during the Stalinist period), and the large proportion of Russians combined with the long shared border with Russia itself have raised concern over the future stability of the country (Minority Rights Group International 1997: 285). Out migration of ethnic minorities in Kyrgyzstan has led to some drain of skilled workers and may lead to xenophobia directed at the remaining minority groups (Ibid, 288). Both Kazakhstan and Mongolia have a significant proportion of their population that is nomadic, which has been collectivised during the Communist period and privatised during the post-Communist period. Tajikistan suffered a five-year civil war that ended in 1997 in which Russian presence was significant and many refugees fled the country (Ibid, 315). In Turkmenistan, Russians are permitted to have dual citizenship although there has been continued out migration of Russians. Finally, in Uzbekistan, tensions with Russia during perestroika have created the potential for ethnic tension and conflict, where the out migration of Russians is likely (Ibid 326). Table 3.2 Main minority groups Kazakhstan Kyrgyzstan Russians Russians (34%) (17.1%) Ukrainians Uzbeks (4.8%) (13.8%) Germans Ukrainians (3.4%) (1.8%) Uzbeks Tatars (2.2%) (1.3%) Kazakhs (0.9%) Uighurs (0.9%) Germans (0.8%)



Mongolia Kazakhs (5.9%) Durbed Mongol (2.7%) Bayad (1.9%) Buryat Mongol (1.7%) Dariganga Mongol (1.4%)



Tajikistan Uzbeks (25%) Pamiri Tajiks (3%) Russians (1.7%) Tatars (1.4%) Kyrgyz (1%) Ukrainians (0.7%) Turkmen (0.3%) Koreans (0.2%)



Turkmenistan Russians (9.5%) Uzbeks (9%) Kazakhs (2.5%) Volga Tatars (0.9%) Ukrainians (0.8%) Azeris (0.8%) Armenians (0.7%) Baluchis (0.7%)



Uzbekistan Russians (8.3%) Tajiks (4.7%) Kazakhs (4.1%) Volga Tatars (2.4%) Karaklpaks (2.1%)



Source: Minority Rights Group International (1997) World Directory of Minorities, London: Minority Rights Group International.
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3.1.2



The rule of law and access to justice



A fully consolidated and effective rule of law is absent in all the countries, while most progress has been made in Mongolia. The countries have significant problems with poverty and social exclusion, which has been exacerbated in those countries that have adopted radical neo-liberal economic reforms. The introduction of free market policies in the absence of government regulation has led to a particular form of predatory capitalism fuelled by corruption that has meant there are significant differences between the ‘winners’ and ‘losers’ of the transition period. Such disparities in wealth and power have affected the degree to which ordinary citizens have access to justice and who enjoy the full protection of the law. Lower level police authorities and other local government officials are susceptible to corruption, where every day forms of bribe paying and bribe taking for simple matters are common. Such practices can affect the speed with which citizens can establish businesses, acquire property, and engage in commerce. Equally, it is common for police to collect ‘taxes’ by stopping cars and extracting money to let drivers continue on their journey. The weaknesses of judiciaries in all of the countries mean that there are significant problems in conducting fair public trials, where decision-making is largely carried out in secret and very little legislation on freedom of information, transparency, and accountability has been implemented. Corruption is evident throughout many levels of the judicial process, and across most of the countries, judges are appointed by the executive, where they remain under the political influence of that branch of government and are thus unable to provide the kind of horizontal accountability necessary to preserve basic democratic freedoms (see the various 2004 US State Department Country Reports on Human Rights Practices). 3.1.3



Civil and political rights



Civil and political rights are those rights that give individuals the necessary protections from arbitrary state incursion into their daily lives and allow them to participate in the public affairs of government. Civil rights protections include such rights as freedom from arbitrary arrest and detention, torture, cruel and inhuman treatment, and extrajudicial killing (see Landman 2005a, 2005b; 2006a). They thus protect an individual’s ‘personhood’ and personal integrity. Political rights provide protections to individuals to give them the necessary ‘agency’ to participate in public life (Ignatieff 2001). They include the rights to free speech, assembly; association, religion and belief, and the vote, which when guaranteed allow individuals to express and aggregate their grievances, preferences, and interests and to take part in government decision making (see Landman 2005a, 2005b; 2006a). The protection of such rights is this linked directly to the main columns contained in the SoD framework, since protection from arbitrary state incursion and protection for participation public life are essential for a fully institutionalised democracy. There are a series of comparative measures of the protection of civil and political rights available that are useful for mapping the general similarities and differences between and among the six countries in this study, including the Freedom House 13



scales of civil and political rights, the ‘political terror scale’, a scale of torture, physical integrity rights, and abuse against human rights defenders. With the exception of events-based data on abuse against human rights defenders and the measure of physical integrity rights, the remaining civil and political rights measures are so-called ‘standards-based’ measures that provide an ordinal scale that measures the degree to which the different rights are protected. For these standards-based scales, a low score indicates greater protection (or less violation) of the rights, while a high score indicates less protection (or more violation) of the rights. The physical integrity scores give high scores for better protection and lower score for worse protection, while the events-based measures report the number of abuses committed against human rights defenders (see Landman 2006b). The scales that score high for more rights violations are considered first. Figure 3.1 shows the mean Freedom House scores for civil and political rights for the six countries between 1991 and 2004, where it is evident that there are significant differences in the scores between the countries, as well as between the different kinds of rights protections. Clearly, Mongolia shows the best overall levels of protection, while Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan have the worst levels of protection, a difference that also appears across the narrative accounts of human rights abuse found in the annual reports from the US State Department, Amnesty International, and Human Rights Watch. Figure 3.2 shows the political terror scale for the six countries for the 1991-2003 period, where again there are marked differences between the countries, but more interestingly differences between the two versions of the scale. The political terror scale that has used the US State Department reports for coding consistently shows a worse performance across all the six countries than the scale using the Amnesty International Reports, despite both organizations expressing grave concern about the human rights situation in the five Central Asian countries, especially Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. Finally, the torture scale depicted in Figure 3.3 shows that torture has been worst on average in Tajikistan, followed by Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan.
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Figure 3.1. Freedom House Civil and Political Rights, 1990-2004 4.0
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Figure 3.2. Political Terror Scale, 1991-2003
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Figure 3.3. Torture, 1990-1999 (Hathaway 2002).



Figure 3.4 shows the Cingranelli and Richards physical integrity rights index, which ranges from 0 (no protection) to 8 (full protection) and shows that the least protection of these rights is found in Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, and Turkmenistan. The events data on abuse against human rights defenders (Figure 3.5), which is drawn from narrative accounts of such abuse collected by the OMCT-FIDH Observatory on Human Rights Defenders2, shows that human rights defenders have been under greatest threat in Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan. These patterns should be observed in light of the fact that a society must have some freedom for groups to be organised and working before they may suffer threats from state and non-state actors (see Landman 2006b). Finally, Figure 3.6 and 3.7 show the time-series and regional trends in the protection of civil and political rights using the mean of all the measures transformed to range from 0 (low protection) to 1 (high protection), where it is apparent that rights protections have declined throughout the six countries since their initial periods of democratic transition, even in Mongolia, which has made the most progress in institutionalising competitive party politics and undergoing several successful elections in which power has changed hands peacefully between the dominant political party (MPRP) and the opposition coalition (see Section 3.2.1 below and also Landman, Larizza, and McEvoy 2005).



2



The Observatory for Human Rights Defenders is a joint project carried out by the World Organisation Against Torture (OMCT) in Geneva and the International Federation of Human Rights Leagues (FIDH) in Paris. The Observatory relies on a network of 144 Human Rights NGOs for information that informs its collection of narrative accounts (see www.fidh.org).
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Figure 3.4 Physical Integrity Rights
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Figure 3.5. Abuse against human rights defenders
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Figure 3.6. Mean Civil and Political Rights Scores over time
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Figure 3.7. Mean Civil and Political Rights Scores across the six countries



These measures capture the general trends in rights protection across the countries on annual basis. There are thus abstract measures of the everyday forms of rights violations that occur and a certain level of aggregation. It is worth noting, however, the rights violations associated with the events that took place in the city of Andijan in
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Uzbekistan in May of 2005, which are the most dramatic set of events in human rights terms that have affected the region. Andijan is the capital of Andijan province located in North East Uzbekistan and is situated in the Fergana Valley bordering the states of Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. The Fergana Valley was a major political challenge to President Karimov during the early days of Uzbekistan’s independence from the Soviet Union because of its significant Muslim population. It has also been the focus of the government’s campaign against Islamic fundamentalism following the 1999 and 2004 bombings in Tashkent and Bukhara (HRW 2005a pp. 56-57), and less directly the 9/11 attacks in the US. Andijan is mainly populated by socially conservative Muslims, where poverty is recorded at 31.8%, the second highest for a province in Uzbekistan (HRW 2005a pp. 56-59; Akiner 2005, p. 12). Eyewitness accounts that have appeared in most of human rights reports (HRW 2005a, OHCHR 2005, OSCE/ODIHR 2005 p. 9; Pyati and Hicks 2005, Reynolds 2005) link the events of May 2005 to a court trial of 23 businessmen in February 2005. As part of the crackdown following the 2004 bombings, these men were arrested on charges of ‘religious extremism’ on the grounds that they were members of the ‘Akramia’ movement3. Two reports (Pyati and Hicks 2005 and HRW 2005a) conclude that these charges were baseless. Eyewitnesses alleged that these persons were subjected to threat of or actual physical, mental and sexual abuse during their pre-trial detention. The trial itself was widely perceived as unfair (HRW 2005a p. 3; OHCHR 2005 p. 6; OSCE/ODIHR 2005 p. 9; Norton 2005 and Whitlock 2005). On 12th May 2005, the verdict of the trial was to be announced, but was postponed indefinitely (OSCE/ODIHR 2005 p. 10). On 13th May 2005, around midnight, armed men stormed Andijan prison and set most of the prisoners free.4 The local administration building (Hokimiyat) near Babur Square5 was also taken over by the armed men and several law enforcement officials were taken hostage (HRW 2005a p. 3; OHCHR 2005 p. 8; OSCE/ODIHR 2005 p. 6). Some reports (ibid) mention that people were mobilised through word of mouth to gather at the square while another (Akiner 2005 p.15) notes that a crowd mobilised out of curiosity regarding the events that were unfolding at the square. The eyewitnesses interviewed for the OHCHR Report (2005 p.8), the OSCE/ODIHR report (2005 p. 12-14) and the HRW report (2005a p.4) indicated that by 9 am on 13 May 2005, 2000-3000 people had gathered at Babur Square and informal discussions 3



The Akramia or Akromiya movement follows the teachings of Akram Yuldashev from Andijan. Yuldashev was found guilty of organising the 1999 Tashkent bombings and the formation of a movement whose move was to overthrow the Uzbek government and establish an Islamic state. The government also stated that the Akramia movement was related to the Hizb ut-Tahrir, which is an organisation that propagates the restoration of the Caliphate in Central Asia. It has been banned by the Arab countries, Germany and Russia. (Akiner 2005, p. 7; HRW 2005a p. 54-56; OSCE/ODIHR 2005 p. 6) 4 The OHCHR Report and OSCE/ODIHR reports are unsure whether this was due to internal or external assistance. HRW says that it was a group of relatives and friends of the businessmen that freed the prisoners. A BBC News Report on the trial of persons allegedly responsible for the events in Andijan also makes note of this. Dr. Shirin Akiner states that the armed action was initiated by about 200 trained insurgents, ‘some of whom came from outside Uzbekistan’. (OHCHR 2005 p. 7; OSCE/ODIHR 2005 p. 10; HRW 2005a pp. 3, 12-14; Macwilliam 2005; Akiner 2005 p. 10, 12-13, 19) 5 Also known as Bobur square
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and protests were staged on the unfair trials of the businessmen, the economic conditions in Andijan and government repression.6 These reports note that from 9 am onwards7, there were regular, almost hourly, incidents of indiscriminate shooting into the gathered crowd by the armed soldiers that were mobilising around the square. As a response to this firing, the crowd took about 25-40 security personnel hostage (HRW 2005a pp. 4, 17-19; OHCHR 2005 p.10; OSCE/ODIHR 2005 pp. 6-7, 11, 1316). Despite the firing, the crowd did not want to leave because of a rumour that President Karimov would be coming to Andijan to address them. They also believed that if they remained together, the security forces would not shoot them. (HRW 2005a p. 25; OHCHR 2005 p. 11; OSCE/ODIHR 2005 p. 7, 14). The OSCE/ODIHR report (2005 p. 7) notes that by 5 pm there were 10-15 thousand people in the square Dr. Akiner’s report gives an estimate of a maximum of 3000 people who could have fit in the square with much difficulty. Her report states that the crowd did not protest economic or political issues; the people assembled were only curious bystanders. The eyewitnesses she interviewed did not mention the indiscriminate firing that was a feature of the other reports either (Akiner 2005 p.15-18). According to the OHCHR (2005 p. 20), HRW (2005a pp. 4, 27-28) and OSCE/ODIHR (2005 p. 7, 17-18) reports, the crowd gathered at the square came under intense fire from the security forces between 5 and 6 pm from three sides of the square thereby blocking all but one exit. The reports state that the security forces did not give fair warning of their intent to use firearms and did not restrain themselves in this use. There was no effort made to disperse the crowd through other means. It is also reported that armed men in the crowd could have either initiated or responded to the firing by the security forces (HRW 2005a pp. 3-4; BBC 2005a, OSCE/ODIHR 2005 p. 14). Dr. Akiner (2005 p.16), on the other hand, notes that the authorities did announce that they would be storming the hokimiyat and the square and ordered everyone to leave the square. She also says that the roads leading out of the square were not blocked. Most of the reports (HRW 2005a pp. 4-5, 25-32; OHCHR 2005 p. 12; OSCE/ODIHR 2005 p. 7, 18-20) state that the leaders of the gathering, in their attempt to escape the shooting, divided the gathering into two groups, with each group using hostages as a human shield to deter further firing. As the two groups exited the square through the sole exit that was available and reached the adjoining street, they found themselves blocked on all sides by armed personnel, buses and armoured vehicles. Firing began from behind these barricades and from the surrounding houses. Witnesses mentioned that soldiers fired at ‘anything that moved’ and even drove their trucks over the wounded and the dead lying on the ground (BBC 2005b; HRW 2005a p. 32, 35; OHCHR 2005 pp. 12-13; OSCE/ODIHR 2005 p. 20). The HRW Report (2005a pp. 35-36) notes that the wounded were not taken to hospital but were shot at on the morning of 14th May. Further, the bodies were cleared from the streets and only a few bodies, all of which were males in their 30s and 40s were left on the streets. There is considerable dispute on the death toll as a result of 6



In her report, Dr. Akiner concludes that she did not find any indications that the action was driven by religious or socio-economic demands, rather it was a political move ‘intended as the opening phase of a coup d’etat, on the lines of the Kyrgyz model’. (Akiner 2005 p. 10) 7 The OSCE/ODIHR report says that firing began at 6 am. (OSCE/ODIHR 2005 p. 13)
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the events on 13th and 14th May 2005. The Prosecutor General of Uzbekistan put the death toll at 173. This included law enforcement officials and civilians killed by the ‘Islamic extremists’ and the extremists themselves (OHCHR 2005 p. 14; Pyati and Hicks p. 13, HRW 2005a p. 2). Dr. Shirin Akiner states that the death toll is probably closer to the government estimates, i.e. less than 200 (Akiner 2005 p. 10, 19-23). She also estimates that the injured numbered between 500-600 people. She concludes that most of the dead comprised of insurgents who had initiated the violence. The OSCE estimates a death toll of 300 to 500. The OHCHR Report (2005 p. 2) places it between 176 to possibly hundreds of men, women and children. The OHCHR received information that 400 bodies had been piled up in front of a school and that employees of a morgue in Andijan had been forced to forge the death registries (ibid p. 14). Pyati and Hicks (2005 p. 13) placed the estimate at over 750 men, women and children. The OHCHR Report (2005 pp. 2-3) concludes that although the demonstration may have constituted a threat to law and order, the actions of the security personnel constituted a serious violation of the right to life enshrined in Article 6 of ICCPR. It also noted that the events led it not to ‘exclude the possibility of [the events being construed as] a mass killing’ (ibid). The Uzbek government has characterised the events in Andijan as ‘an attempt by terrorists motivated by an Islamist agenda and supported by foreigners to seize power in Andijan’ (HRW 2005a p. 36, MacWilliam 2005). Human Rights Watch (2005a p. 4) and the Pyati and Hicks (2005 p. 13) have found no evidence of this fact. Dr. Akiner (2005 p. 31-32) however supports this conclusion. The government has maintained that the army had fired on an organised gathering of terrorists and extremists and not on unarmed civilians. It accounted for the deaths of civilians as a result of terrorist killings (OHCHR 2005 p. 14, HRW 2005a p. 2, 4). Following the events in Andijan, the government has not only restricted the media, both local and international, from accessing the city but has also arrested and detained human rights defenders and activists and journalists (Pyati and Hicks 2005 pp. 14-16, HRW 2005a pp. 45-49, 52). A ‘guided’ tour of the city was organised for diplomats and journalists to give them the official version of the events (HRW 2005a pp. 47-48). The Uzbek government has launched a criminal investigation into the events in May 2005 (ibid p. 5). The government has refused permission to conduct an international inquiry into the incident. Instead, Human Rights Watch reports that the government has threatened and harmed witnesses into giving false statements under coercion and instituted a crackdown on civil society and human rights defenders, activists and lawyers (HRW 2005b). In August 2005, the Uzbek Parliament voted to evict US forces from its airbase in Karshi-Khanabad. Following the harsh criticism faced by Uzbekistan from the governments of the United States and United Kingdom and Europe among others, Uzbekistan has increasingly looked for support to China and Russia who also face local unrest in Islamic populated areas (Pyati and Hicks 2005 p. 19).
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3.1.4



Economic and social rights



Procedural and liberal definitions of democracy do not include the protection of economic and social rights as a key dimension, where such rights, their realisation, and their protection are argued to be extrinsic to democracy and as the outcomes of government policies (see Dahl 1971; Przeworski, Alvarez, Cheibub, and Limongi 2000; Foweraker and Krznaric 2000; Landman 2005a). In contrast, the State of Democracy framework follows larger normative developments in the international human rights community and sees the protection of these rights as inexorably linked to democracy. As Figure 2.1 on the SOD framework shows, the realisation and protection of economic and social rights is a necessary requirement for the mediating value of participation, which is in turn linked to the fundamental democratic principle of equality of respect and voice between citizens in the exercise of control over public decisions and decision makers. At issue here are the capacity and resources available to individuals for taking part in the democratic process, where severe socio-economic constraints may serve as significant obstacles to full political participation. International human rights standards establish a number of rights that fall under the general category of social and economic rights, including the rights to education, family, food, health, social security, work, and independent unions (see the 1966 United Nations International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights; see also Green 2001: 1068). Many of these rights are protected further through the numerous International Labour Organisation (ILO) Conventions (see www.ilo.org/ilolex/english/convdisp2.htm). These rights are thus of equal concern to any state of democracy assessment. Of particular concern in the region and thus the subject of this study are the rights to food, health, education, housing, and worker rights as well as the general characteristics and features of socio-economic development since the transitions across the six countries in the study. Before considering these separate rights areas, it is first necessary to consider the general trends and patterns in socio-economic development. Standard indicators of socio-economic performance illustrate that the developmental experience in the region since the transitions from communist-dominated and Soviet rule has been mixed. All six countries have experienced sharp decreases in their levels of per capita GDP after the initial years of independence and transition, where only towards the latter years of the 1990s and early years of this century did some of the countries begin to make economic recovery (see Figures 3.8 and 3.9). The labour force employed in agriculture has fluctuated and remained largely unchanged in aggregate (Figures 3.10), but labour employed in industry has declined (Figure 3.11), which was met in part by an increase in employment in the service sector (Figure 3.12) while all the countries suffered long bouts of increasing unemployment (Figure 3.13). Trade as a percentage of GDP has been highest in Mongolia, followed by Tajikistan and Turkmenistan (Figure 3.14), while fluctuating heavily in all countries (Figure 3.15). Net foreign direct investment has increased dramatically across all the countries (Figure 3.16), and despite relatively restricted economic freedom in Uzbekistan, 22



Turkmenistan, and Tajikistan, all the countries have implemented reforms that have made their countries more economically free (Figure 3.17).
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Figure 3.8 Per capita GDP, 1990-2000 (1995 USD).
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Figure 3.9 Per capita GDP, 1997-2003 (2004 USD).
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Figure 3.10 Percent employed in Agriculture, 1990-2000
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Figure 3.11 Percent employed in Industry, 1990-2000
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Figure 3.12 Percent employed in services, 1999
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Figure 3.13 Percent unemployed, 1990-1999
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Figure 3.14. Total trade (% of GDP) across countries, 1990-2000
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Figure 3.15 Total trade (% of GDP) over time, 1990-2000
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Figure 3.16 Net foreign direct investment (% of GDP), 1990-2003
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Figure 3.17. Level of Economic Freedom, 1995-2004 (www.heritage.org)



Beyond these aggregate indicators on the general economic status of the countries, there are number of input, process, output, and outcome indicators for the countries in particular social and economic areas with respect to the protection of economic and social rights. These include the area of health, education, housing, worker rights, and women’s rights. The measures are not rights measures per se, but serve as possible proxy measures of those socio-economic conditions relevant to this set of rights (see Landman and Häusermann 2003). Mongolia spends the largest proportion of GDP on health; followed by Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, while Tajikistan spend the smallest proportion of GDP (Figure 3.18). Across the six countries, there has been a decline in the number physicians per 1000 people, with only slight increases among some countries between 200 and 2002 (Figure 3.19). Using the height and weight for age ratios developed by the UN Food and Agriculture Organisation, Figure 3.20 shows that malnutrition is highest in Tajikistan, followed by Uzbekistan and Mongolia. Life expectancy varies considerably across the six countries as well as over time, while all the countries have suffered a downward trend in life expectancy with the lowest levels found in Kazakhstan (Figure 3.21). Infant mortality rates are the highest in Tajikistan, followed by Turkmenistan and Mongolia (Figure 3.22).
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Figure 3.18 Government expenditure on health (% of GDP) 4.5
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Figure 3.19 Number of physicians per 1000 people
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Figure 3.20 Malnutrition in under 5s (height and weight), 1990-2003
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Figure 3.21 Average life expectancy at birth, 1990-2003
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Figure 3.22. Infant mortality rates, 1990-2004



For education, Mongolia spends the largest proportion of GDP, followed by Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan (Figure 3.23), although figures for Turkmenistan were not available. Primary, secondary, and tertiary enrolment figures vary among the six countries, with the largest primary enrolment in Tajikistan, the largest secondary enrolment in Uzbekistan, and the largest tertiary enrolment in Kyrgyzstan (Figure 3.24). Finally, comparison of the human development index (HDI) and its analogue the Physical Quality of Life Index (PQLI), which represent combined measures of general levels of outcomes in heath and education,8 shows that all the countries are in the ‘medium’ levels of HDI, where improvements have been made in Mongolia (though it ranks lowest) and Turkmenistan. While all the countries have generally mixed levels of physical quality of life, Mongolia has seen the most dramatic improvement even though it had the lowest score for the group in 1992.



8



The HDI combines measures of income, life expectancy, educational enrolment and adult literacy, while the PQLI combines measures of literacy, infant mortality, and life expectancy. The HDI ranges from 0 to 1, while the PQLI ranges from 0 to 100.
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Figure 3.23 Government expenditure on education (% of GDP)
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Figure 3.24 Primary, secondary, and tertiary school enrolment
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Figure 3.25 Human Development Index 90
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Figure 3.26 Physical Quality of Life Index (PQLI)



It is possible to compare the relative protection of worker rights using the data from Cingranelli and Richards (www.humanrightsdata.com), which uses a code of 0 when such rights are severely restricted, 1 if they are somewhat restricted, and 2 if they are fully protected. The score gives greatest weight to government respect for the right to association and the right to organize and bargain collectively. Unless both of these rights are satisfactorily protected, the countries are coded 0 for that year. A score of 2 is assigned to those countries that protect both these rights and have no other significant violations of worker rights. A score of 1 is used for those countries that 32



have protections in place for both these rights but have significant problems with other worker rights. Comparing the mean value of this score for the period 1990-2003 (Fugure 3.27) shows that Mongolia and Tajikistan have the best overall protections, followed by Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan.
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Figure 3.27 Worker rights protection, 1990-2003



Using a similar coding scheme, Cingranelli and Richards also provide data on women’s economic and social rights, where the scale ranges from 0 (no protection) to 3 (full protection). Women’s economic rights include equal pay for equal work, free choice of profession or employment without the need to obtain a husband or male relative's consent, the right to gainful employment without the need to obtain a husband or male relative's consent, equality in hiring and promotion practices, job security, non-discrimination by employers, the right to be free from sexual harassment in the workplace, the right to work at night, the right to work in occupations classified as dangerous, and the right to work in the military and the police force. Women’s social rights include the right to equal inheritance, the right to enter into marriage on a basis of equality with men, the right to travel abroad, the right to obtain a passport, the right to confer citizenship to children or a husband, the right to initiate a divorce, the right to own, acquire, manage, and retain property brought into marriage, the right to participate in social, cultural, and community activities, the right to an education, the freedom to choose a residence/domicile, freedom from female genital mutilation (FGM) of children and of adults without their consent, and freedom from forced sterilization. Protection for such rights is highest in Mongolia and Kyrgyzstan, where such protections are significantly lower in the remaining four countries (Figure 3.28).
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Figure 3.28 Protection of women’s economic and social rights



3.1.5



Areas in need of further analysis



There is a large amount of public information available on the main subcategories used in this section of the desk study. Extant quantitative indicators on the protection of civil and political rights provide a general picture of the main trends in these rights, while the qualitative reporting begins to substantiate the observed decline in the trends for civil rights protection, particularly in the areas of conditions of detention and the use of torture. The decline in human rights protection has been most acute in Uzbekistan as a result of its prosecution of the war on terror, while there has been no progress in the case of Turkmenistan. The socio-economic indicators show that all the countries have struggled in their attempts to implement free market reforms and that the dismantling of the social safety net has produced problems of increasing malnutrition, relatively high levels of infant mortality, and a decrease in life expectancy, all of which are depicted in the trends and patterns depicted by the human development index and the physical quality of life index. The data also show that in the case of Mongolia, there has been significant comparative progress in the area of civil and political rights protection, which has not been matched in the socio-economic domain. There is a need to find more evidence on the incidence of de facto discrimination in health, education, and welfare, and an examination of the empirical linkages between denial of social and economic rights on the one hand and the undermining of civil and political rights on the other.
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3.2 Representative and accountable government 3.2.1



Free and fair elections



All six countries have a formal separation of powers between the executive, legislative, and judicial branches, and all but Turkmenistan have had a cycle of elections for both the executive and legislative branches (see Table 3.3). Turkmenistan has had the same president (Saparmurat Niyazov) since its independence in 1991 and only has one legally recognised political party, the Democratic Party (see below).9 Mongolia has the longest experience with regularly held elections and peaceful transfers of power between competing groups, which date back to 1992 and have extended to the most recent Presidential election in 2005. The freest and fairest sets of elections have arguably taken place in Mongolia, but concerns have been raised across all the countries as to the degree to which their electoral practices conform to international standards and expectations. In addition, the five Central Asian countries have problems with excessive executive authority and power, which undermines the importance of elections and demonstrated limited if not absent horizontal accountability. In Kazakhstan, members of the National Assembly (Mejilis) have the right to introduce legislation, and some bills that have been initiated by legislators become laws. In practice, however, it is dominated by supporters of President Nazarbeyev, and while it enjoys some autonomy from the executive branch it largely serves as a rubber-stamp body.10 President Nazarbeyev won the most recent elections on 4 December 2005 with over 90% of the popular vote (The Economist 19 December 2005: 68). In Kyrgyzstan, President Askar Akayev dominated the Government. Referenda in 1996 and 1998 strengthened the powers of the presidency and while the National Assembly can block presidential initiatives, it still does not check the power of the President in any effective fashion.11 Popular reports suggest that a nationwide protest movement arose in Kyrgyzstan amid allegations that the government had cheated in the parliamentary elections held in February and March 2005. These demonstrations gathered pace until the day when protestors in the capital city, Bishkek defied the police and stormed the President’s office, which allowed the opposition to take power in the so-called ‘Tulip Revolution’. The elections held in early 2005 were considered to be more democratic than the previous elections in Kyrgyzstan but they still fell short of local expectations of a free and fair electoral process (Human Rights Watch 2005c; Olcott 2005: 1). Other factors that fuelled the events of 24 March were widespread poverty, rampant corruption, the entrenched patronage networks under President Akaev’s rule12 and the growing fear that the President would manipulate parliament and the constitution to enable him to continue in office beyond the stipulated period (Olcott 2005: 1, 5; Saidazimova 2005a). Kurmanbek Bakiev was chosen as Prime Minister and acting President by the 9



http://www.cidcm.umd.edu/inscr/polity/Tkm1.htm (accessed 14 October 2005) http://www.cidcm.umd.edu/inscr/polity/Kzk1.htm (accessed 14 October 2005) 11 http://www.cidcm.umd.edu/inscr/polity/Kyr1.htm (accessed 14 October 2005). 12 President Akaev had ruled Kyrgyzstan since the collapse of the Soviet Union. 10
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old legislature. He recognised the legitimacy of the new Parliament save the 20 disputed seats. The new Parliament then affirmed him Prime Minister but not acting President (Olcott 2005 p. 4). On 17 June 2005, supporters of a disqualified presidential candidate stormed the government building demanding that the candidate be allowed to contest. The riot police were called in to handle the situation and disperse the protestors (Saidazimova 2005c). There were also reports of widespread violence preceding the Presidential election that was held on 10 July 2005 (Saidazimova 2005b). In the elections, in which the turnout was 74%, Bakiev won by a landslide with 88.9% of the vote (Saidazimova 2005d). In Tajikistan, the 1997 peace agreement after the civil war in the 1990s included the allocation of 30% of all government and judicial posts to the opposition and established some horizontal accountability, but parliamentary elections have ensured a permanent legislative majority for President Rahmonov's People's Democratic Party of Tajikistan.13 In Uzbekistan, the power of the President is second only to what is happening with the centralization of executive authority in Turkmenistan, where the legislature is primarily comprised on supporters of the president. Only in Mongolia has control over the executive been more effectively established, mostly since it is a semi-presidential system with executive authority divided between the President and the Prime Minister. As part of its Nations in Transit programme, Freedom House has provided a scale for the quality of the electoral process for the five Central Asian countries only, where that ranges from 1 (high quality) to 7 (no real electoral process). Comparisons of this scale show that that unsurprisingly, Turkmenistan has the worst score and Kyrgyzstan has the best score (Figure 3.29). The US State Department notes that in Kazakhstan that the President appoints the Central Electoral Commission and that elections failed to meet international standards used by the OSCE to monitor elections. The electoral process in Kyrgyzstan has been marred by persistent irregularities, which led to the 24 March 2005 ‘tulip revolution’. The OSCE notes that voters in the subsequent July 2005 elections were presented with a diversity of choice and there was relative freedom of the press, expression, movement, assembly, and association (www.osce.org). Mongolia has much fewer irregularities in its electoral process than the other countries in this study, and it has shown that freely formed opposition political parties have been able to compete and win over the dominant MPRP, and that even in the light a highly contested result of June 2004, political leaders in Mongolia were able to come up with a political compromise the rule the country. Tajikistan has had continued problems in making its electoral process open, transparent and fair. The People’s Democratic Party continues to dominate politics and local level opposition victories have been challenged legally by the President and overturned and both the US State Department and the OSCE observed that the constitutional referenda and elections continue to be marred with irregularities. Indeed, in its report on the February and March parliamentary elections in 2005, the OSCE (2005: 1) notes that they ‘failed to meet many of the key OSCE commitments
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for democratic elections’ and ‘they were not conducted fully in accordance with domestic law.’ In Turkmenistan, the US State Department simply notes that ‘Citizens could not freely choose and change the laws and officials that govern them.’ Those elections that have taken place are controlled events that do not provide freedom of choice or individual autonomy. In Uzbekistan, freedom of speech and expression continues to be highly suppressed, all opposition activity continues to be heavily repressed, and President Karimov effectively rules the country through decree laws only. Table 3.3 Cycle of recent elections Kazakhstan Kyrgyzstan 200 5
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Figure 3.29. Freedom House electoral process scale 1997-2004



Across the Central Asian countries there thus appears to be a high concentration of power and authority within the office of the President. Ironically, the ‘tulip revolution’ in Kyrgyzstan may well have led the people of Kazakhstan to prefer political stability and elect president Nazarbeyev for another seven years (The Economist 10 December 2005: 68). The Polity IV project at the University of Maryland has a measure for ‘executive constraint’, which codes countries on a scale that ranges from 1 (unlimited executive authority) to 7 (executive parity or subordination). The mean values from 1990 to 2003 for all six countries are shown in Figure 3.30, were it is clear that Mongolia has the highest average levels of executive constraint and both Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan have the lowest.
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Figure 3.30. Executive constraint 1990-2003



Such an assessment of executive power can be complemented with a measure of the relative power of the legislative branch. Figure 3.31 shows the Fish-Kroenig legislative powers index for the five of the countries for their original post-communist Constitutions (Fish 2006: 7-11). The index is based on 32 separate items, which were used by country experts to code the relative powers of the legislative branch and its ability to exercise control over the executive. The absence of a functioning legislature in Turkmenistan excludes it from the index (Fish 2006: 7). It is clear from the figure that Mongolia’s parliament has the most power of all the countries, followed by Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Kazakhstan, and Uzbekistan, and that these four latter countries have scores that are significantly lower in comparative terms.
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Figure 3.31 Legislative powers index at time of original post-communist constitution



3.2.2



Democratic role of political parties



Despite the irregular and curbed nature of elections that have been held across these countries, there have been attempts, more successful in some countries than others, to establish and maintain political party organisations (see Table 3.4). Unsurprisingly, all the countries are dominated by former communist party organizations, which in the case of Turkmenistan, the only political party has become a personalised organisation to maintain total political control. Tajikistan is the only Central Asian country with a legal Islamic political party. All the counties have parties that appeal to urban and agrarian voters, and there are various parties across a broadly conceived left-right political spectrum. Party competition is most developed in Mongolia, but in the other countries, opposition parties remain weak and face structural and powerful obstacles to strengthening their base within the population in order to challenge incumbents. While across most of the countries there is a legitimate opposition, there is not actually a realistic chance for such an opposition to win power in the near future. The developments in Kyrgyzstan that ousted President Akayev are encouraging, but President Bakiev faces the same set of challenges that faced Akayev before his ousting. In Uzbekistan, the political violence of 2004 and the continued ‘war on terror’ has led to severe restrictions on opposition and dissident groups, such that any real political pluralism remains highly unlikely.
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Table 3.4 Current most popular political parties Country Political Parties Kazakhstan Republican Party ‘Otan’ Republican Party ‘Asar’ Agrarian-Industrial Union of Workers (AIST) Democratic Party of Kazakhstan ‘Ak Zhol’ Kyrgyzstan Alga Kyrgyzstan Party Adilet Ar-Namys Party My Country Party of Action Party of Justice and Progress The Party of Communists of Kyrgyzstan (KCP) Socialist Party Ata Meken Social Democratic Party of Kyrgyzstan (SDPK) Democratic Movement Party of Kyrgyzstan Mongolia Democratic Union Coalition (DUC ) Independence Party Mongolian Conservative Party (MCP) Mongolian Democratic New Socialist Party (MDNSP) Mongolian Democratic Renaissance Party (MDRP) Mongolian National Democratic Party (MNDP) Mongolian People's Revolutionary Party (MPRP) Mongolian Republican Party (MRP) Mongolian Social Democratic Party (MSDP) Mongolian United Heritage Party (UHP) Mongolian United Private Property Owners Party United Party of Herdsman and Farmers Traditional United Conservative Party Workers' Party Tajikistan People’s Democratic Party of Tajikistan (PDPT) Communist Party of Tajikistan (CPT) Islamic Renaissance Party (IRPT) Socialist Party (SPT) Social Democratic Party (SDPT) Democratic Party (DPT) Turkmenistan Democratic Party of Turkmenistan (DPT)* Uzbekistan People’s Democratic Party (NDP) Self-Sacrificer’s Party (alliance with Fatherland Progress Party) Adolat (Justice) Social Democratic Party Democratic National Rebirth Party Source: www.electionguide.org and www.cnn.com *Note: all other political parties in Turkmenistan are outlawed



3.2.3



Government effectiveness and accountability



Each of the countries has differing degrees of formal accountability between and among the branches of government as stipulated in their various constitutions, but as shown above, in practice power continues to be concentrated in the executive branch and other forms of accountability continue to be undermined by the presence of corruption. There is great variation across the countries in their various scores on the World Bank’s governance measures of political stability (Figure 3.32), voice and accountability (Figure 3.33), government effectiveness (Figure 3.34), regulatory quality (Figure 3.35), and the rule of law (Figure 3.36). On balance Mongolia outperforms the other five countries, while Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan all suffer from significant shortcomings in performance, especially with respect to 40



voice and accountability, government effectiveness, regulatory quality, and rule of law. 80
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Figure 3.32 Quality of governance: political stability, 1996-2004 (World Bank)
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Figure 3.31 Quality of governance: voice and accountability, 1996-2004 (World Bank)
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Figure 3.32 Quality of governance: government effectiveness, 1996-2004 (World Bank) 60
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Figure 3.33 Quality of governance: regulatory quality, 1996-2004 (World Bank)
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3.2.4



Civilian control of military and police



The armed forces across the countries are all formally subjected to civilian control, which is established formally in their respective constitutions. Across all the countries, the President is the commander in chief of the armed forces. With the exception of Turkmenistan, all the countries at least formally have various provisions for parliamentary oversight in matters relating to war and peace. There have not been rogue elements within the military seeking to overthrow civilian rule as seen in other transitional countries (e.g. Argentina throughout the 1980s); there have there not been any military interventions during the period since the transition from Soviet and or Communist rule; and there have not been any attempted ‘autogolpes’ (or self-coups) as seen in Peru or Guatemala in the 1990s. The armed forces in Kazakhstan consist of the army (46,800 personnel), the air force (19,000 personnel), the naval force (3000 personnel) and 237,000 reserve forces (Library of Congress 2005a). The President of the Republic of Kazakhstan is the Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces and he has the power to appoint and dismiss their ‘highest command’14. He also has the power to impose martial law and use the Armed Forces to bring a state of Emergency under control. He is obliged to inform Parliament about these measures15. Parliament is entrusted to ‘decide on issues of war and peace’16 and on the proposals submitted by the President regarding the use of the
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Article 44 (12), Constitution of the Republic of Kazakhstan. Article 44 (16) and (17), ibid. 16 Article 53 (8), ibid. 15
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armed forces17. Parliament has the power to establish military ranks18 and the President has the power to confer them19. The President is the Chairman of the National Security Council which is his main advisory body on national defence (Olcott 1996a). The members of the Council are the Prime Minister, the First Deputy Prime Minister, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, the Chairman of the Committee for Defence of the Constitution, the Chairman of the State Committee for Emergency Situations, the Minister of Defence, the Commander of the border troops, the Commander of the ground forces and the Minister of Internal Affairs (Ibid). Parliament has also established a Committee for National Security and Defence which coordinates with the executive branch on matters of national security. This committee operates only when Parliament is active (Ibid). The armed forces in the Kyrgyzstan consist of the army (8500 active personnel), the air force (4000 active personnel), the National Guard (manned by army personnel), and a border guard (5000 personnel) (Library of Congress 2005b). The President of the Kyrgyzstan is the Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces. He has the power to appoint and remove from office the Commanders of the Armed Forces20. In the event that Kyrgyzstan faces aggression or a threat of aggression, the President has the power to declare ‘general or partial mobilization’, a state of war, or impose martial law. In the latter two cases, he has to ‘submit [this matter] promptly’ for the consideration of the Jogorku Kenesh (the Kyrgyz Parliament)21. Article 9 (2) provides that the approval of two-thirds of the whole number of deputies of the Jogorku Kenesh is required to launch a military attack in the event of aggression. The Jogorku Kenesh can also impose martial law in the country or declare a state of war in the face of aggression22. It has the power to ‘affirm or invalidate’ Presidential decrees on matters of war and peace23. It is also entrusted with deciding on the manner in which to use the Armed Forces outside the country’s borders with the aim of fulfilling its interstate commitments for the preservation of peace24. The Jogorku Kenesh has the power to introduce military ranks25 and the President has the power to confer them26. The National Security Council is ‘the chief agency of defence policy’. Established in 1994, it consists of the President as its Chairman, the Prime Minister, the Deputy Prime Minister, the State Secretary, the Minister of Internal Affairs, the Minister of Defense, the Chairman of the State Committee for National Security and the Commander of the National Guard (Olcott 1996b). ‘The Ministry of Defence has operational command of military units’ (Ibid).
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Article 53 (9), ibid. Article 54 (4), ibid. 19 Article 44 (13), ibid. 20 Article 46 (9), Constitution of the Kyrgyz Republic. 21 Article 46 (8), ibid. 22 Article 10 and Article 58 (23), ibid. 23 Article 58 (23), ibid. 24 Article 58 (24), ibid. 25 Article 58 (25), ibid. 26 Article 46 (4.3), ibid. 18
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The armed forces of Mongolia consist of the army (7500 personnel), the air force (800 personnel) and the border guards (5900 personnel)27. The President is the Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces in Mongolia28. He has the power to confer high ranking military titles29 which are established by the State Hural30. The Hural is entrusted with the power to declare a state of war or impose martial law in the event of armed conflict or threat of armed conflict or aggression31. The President can declare a state of emergency or a state of war only when the Hural is in recess and under imposing circumstances32. This decision has to be approved by the Hural within seven days of its declaration33. The Hural determines the structure, composition and powers of the National Security Council of Mongolia34. The President heads the Council35, which also includes the Speaker of Parliament and the Prime Minister36. The Council is the highest State consultative body that deliberates on and coordinates activities that relate to national security37. The armed forces in Tajikistan consist of the army (7,600 troops), the air force (800 troops) and the border guard (5,300 troops) (Library of Congress 2005c). The President of the Republic of Tajikistan is the ‘Supreme Commander in Chief’ of the armed forces. He has the power to appoint and dismiss the heads of the armed forces38. In the event of a ‘real threat to the security of the state’, the President can declare martial law or a state of emergency and submits these decrees to Parliament for approval39. He is also entrusted with the power to form and manage a Security Council40. Parliament’s influence over the military extends to being able to establish military ranks41 which are conferred by the President42. The armed forces of Turkmenistan consist of the army (21,000 personnel), the air force (4300 personnel) and the navy (700 personnel) (Library of Congress 2005d: 13). The President of Turkmenistan is the ‘Supreme Commander’ of the armed forces. He has the power to issue orders of ‘general or partial mobilization or the use of the armed forces’ which are then submitted for approval to the People’s Council43. The People’s Council includes the President, the deputies of Parliament, and the People’s Advisors among other office bearers44 and is ‘the highest representative organ of popular power’45. 27



Figures given are for the year 2003. Microsoft Encarta Online Encyclopedia 2005, ‘Defense’ in ‘Mongolia (country)’, p. 6. 28 Article 33 (2), Constitution of Mongolia. 29 Article 33 (1. 7), ibid. 30 Article 25 (1. 13), ibid. 31 Article 25 (1. 17), (1. 18) and (3), ibid. 32 Article 33 (1. 12), ibid. 33 Ibid. 34 Article 25 (1. 10), ibid. 35 Article 33 (1. 10), ibid. 36 The Permanent Mission of Mongolia to the United Nations, ‘The State Structure of Mongolia’. 37 Ibid. 38 Article 69 (17), Constitution of the Republic of Tajikistan. 39 Article 69 (18) and (19), ibid. 40 Article 69 (20), ibid. 41 Article 49 (22), ibid. 42 Article 69 (24), ibid. 43 Article 57 (3), Constitution of Turkmenistan. 44 Article 48, ibid. 45 Article 45, ibid.
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The armed forces of Uzbekistan consist of the army (40,000 active personnel), the air force (10,000 to 15,000 active personnel) and internal security troops (17,000 to 19000 personnel) (Library of Congress 2005e: 15). The President of the Republic of Uzbekistan is the ‘Supreme Commander-in-Chief’ of the armed forces. He has the power to appoint and dismiss the commanders of the armed forces and to confer high ranking military titles46. The President is also empowered to declare a state of war in the event of an armed attack on Uzbekistan or ‘to meet international obligations relating to mutual defence against aggression’. This declaration has to be submitted to the Oliy Majlis47 for confirmation48. The President has the power to form ‘national security and state control services’ and appoint and dismiss the heads of these services49. The Oliy Majlis is entrusted with the power to approve the decrees issued by the President on general or partial mobilization, and on the declaration, continuance and termination of war50. The Minister of Defence and the Chief of Staff of Armed Forces have ‘operational and administrative control’ over the armed forces (Lubin 1996). Government expenditure on the military has varied over time and across the countries. Mongolia has the largest reduction in military expenditure, while Tajiskistan saw a spike of expenditure during the years of its civil war (see Figures 3.35 and 3.36). For the whole period, Mongolia has had the highest average expenditure on its military, followed by Turkmenistan, Tajikistan, and Kyrgyzstan. 7
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Figure 3.35 Government expenditure on military (% of GDP) over time, 1990-2003
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Figure 3.36 Government expenditure on military (% of GDP) across countries, 1990-2003



3.2.5



Minimizing corruption



In many ways, the transition from command economies to free market economies in the absence of a strong regulatory framework can invite speculative and rent-seeking behaviour among political and economic elites, while the distinction between such elite can become quite blurred. Both these phenomena can lead to enduring patterns of corruption, which include the rapid acquisition of wealth for a small minority of wellplaced actors and access to government that is both purchased and rewarded. Many of the countries have introduced anti-corruption plans and legislation, but have had difficulty in implementing them. Figure 3.37 shows the corruption perception index collated by Transparency International, which ranges from 0 (highly corrupt) to 10 (highly clean). Transparency argues that any score below 5 should cause concern for the widespread problem of corruption. All the countries in this desk study have scores below 5, while Mongolia has the highest score, followed by Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tjaikistan, and Turkmenistan. For 2005, Mongolia is the least corrupt, followed by Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and Turkmenistan.
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Figure 3.37 Corruption perception across countries Source: Transparency International



3.2.6



Areas in need of further analysis



This section has illustrated that the formal democratic process is being practiced most effectively in Mongolia, where real opposition and real chances of alternation in power exists. Elections, parties and other features of democracy are being severely undermined in the remaining countries, where the concentration of power in the executive has compromised significantly real horizontal accountability. Representation of diverse interests and the opportunity for individuals to express these interests through political party organizations is severely limited. More evidence is needed on the overall level of government effectiveness, which could examine the passage and implementation of legislative bills, the implementation of social, economic, and fiscal policies. It is also clear that there is a need to conduct further research on the nature and extent of corruption throughout state institutions, recognising that corruption is in many ways a ‘latent’ phenomenon and constitutes a universe of clandestine practices and ‘ways of doing’ politics and economics that make it very difficult to measure and combat. Finally, and related, more evidence is needed on the degree to which police and internal security forces are accountable for their actions and the degree which corruption and impunity exist throughout the forces. Moreover, it is not clear how informal rules govern the armed forces in countries where there is a high concentration of executive authority. 3.3 Civil society and popular participation 3.3.1



The media in a democratic society



According to the Bertelsmann transformation reports on Central Asia, there is virtually no independent mass media in Kazakhstan. In Kyrgyzstan, there are de jure protections for the freedom of expression, while there are de facto restrictions when 48



‘issues of concern’ to the government are addressed. In Mongolia, the 1998 media law has banned media censorship and most of the media is considered free from governmental control, apart from the national radio and television (Severinghaus 2001: 61). The government and ruling party control four out of seven television stations and numerous radio stations (www.freedomhouse.org). In a 2003 statement to the UN Commission for Human Rights, the Asian Legal Resource Centre claims that journalists ‘live in fear of criminal prosecution and imprisonment for writing about public officials’.51 In Tajikistan, there are considerable restrictions on rights to organize and communicate politically, and it lacks both the technical infrastructure and political freedom to develop an independent and free media. Turkmenistan has no independent media. Uzbekistan's media are more open than its counterparts in neighbouring Turkmenistan, but they are hardly free. Television is the medium that is available to most people in Uzbekistan, and television channels are either owned or controlled by the government. Access to the Internet is limited, foreign news sources are not freely available, and there are no journalists' organisations that are not under government control. Journalists have a particularly difficult job, because while instructions for them have not been made official, they know what they can and cannot write about. Figure 3.38 plots Freedom House’s Press Freedom score for all the countries, where it appears that only Mongolia has a ‘partly free’ media.
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Figure 3.38. Press Freedom, 1994-2004 (www.freedomhouse.org)



3.3.2



Political participation



Of all the countries, Mongolia enjoys the highest and in many ways the most free forms of political participation, with regular elections in which outcomes have been 51
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both unpredictable and accepted, while civil society organisations have been free to develop even though their capacity for changing government policy remains limited. Voter turnout rates vary across the countries with the lowest rates in Kyrgyzstan (between 50 and 75%) and the highest rates in Mongolia and Uzbekistan (>85%). In Kazakhstan, general elections take place and in principle are accepted as the mode for choosing leaders (although not one election in the country has been judged by the OSCE to be either free or fair), and the public sphere remains vulnerable to government intervention.52 All branches of government at the national and local levels in Kyrgyzstan are elected directly by the population, while the OSCE has pointed out that many of its standards for free and fair elections have not been met. Freedom of assembly and association are generally accepted.53 The civil war in Tajikistan undermined the democratic legitimacy of the 1992 and 1997 presidential elections, as well as the 1995 parliamentary elections. The 2000 parliamentary elections were seen as a stabilizing even though they fell short of international standards for free and fair elections, and members of the only effective opposition (the Islamic Renaissance of Tajikistan, IRT) are marginalized, co-opted, or criminalised.54 In Turkmenistan, the President has been appointed for life and Parliamentary elections are based on universal suffrage even though there are no opposition groups and the formation of independent organisations is not possible. 3.3.3



Government responsiveness



With the exception of Mongolia, governance is largely characterised by dirigisme and a top-down style, where policymaking is decreed from above and largely ‘rubber stamped’ by parliaments. The consolidation of executive authority (taken to an extreme in Turkmenistan) has meant that there is little vertical accountability between the rulers and ruled. Government is still seen as the main provider of services even though the introduction of markets has meant that service delivery has declined throughout the 1990s. The relative absence of independent associations capable of expressing constructive criticism of government policy has meant that there is very little citizen input into the policy process. In Kyrgyzstan, once known as an ‘island of democracy’ in Central Asia, has seen a marked decline in democratic quality since the 2000 presidential election, where increasingly the rights protections necessary to express dissatisfaction with government policy have become precarious. 3.3.4



Decentralisation



All the countries are effectively highly centralised, partly because of geography and history and partly because of personal ambitions of presidents. These countries are large, sparsely populated with one or two dominant urban centres. Government does exist at the local level through regional and provincial administrative units (such as the Mongolian aimags), but decision making for government policies and programmes remains highly centralised at the national level. 3.3.5



Areas in need of further analysis
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Civil society and popular participation are still very limited across most of the countries. Mongolia has seen remarkable political participation and the formation of legitimate opposition that has successfully challenged the dominant political party for elected office. Civil society organisations have been able to flourish but they need greater knowledge and skills to provide a forum for effective debate and to offer constructive criticism on government policy making. In the Central Asian republics there is much greater suspicion of (if not outright hostility towards) the formation of independent associations and opposition groups. More information is needed on how citizens in these countries communicate about politics and whether informal networks of opposition groups exist. Opposition organisations are being formed outside these countries, much like the anti-Franco groups and anti-apartheid groups that existed outside Spain and South Africa. More information is needed on how the organs of government actually work in setting policy objectives across the fields of security, economy, and society. 3.4 Democracy beyond the state 3.4.1



International dimensions of democracy



The countries have varying degrees of democracy and varying degrees of international experiences relating to democracy. Clearly, the whole impetus for carrying out a comparative democracy assessment comes from Mongolia’s leadership of INCRD-5 and its term as Chair for the Community of Democracies. This activity as well as those in preparation for INCRD-6 in Doha demonstrates that Mongolia wants to share its democratic experiences and best practices with other countries undergoing difficult periods of transition or political stasis. 3.4.2



External dependence



All the countries have varying degrees of engagement with the international community relating to aid dependency, foreign access to oil supplies in those countries that have it, the prosecution of the war on terror, and the war in Iraq. Kazakhstan has cooperates with bilateral and multilateral donors, but the development of its oil industry has reduced its need for overseas development assistance (See Figures 3.39 and 3.40). It has sent a contingent of 27 troops to Iraq, and it has signed a treaty with Russia for the development of its oil industry in the Caspian region. It has ‘eternal friendship’ agreements with Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan.55 Kyrgyzstan also cooperates with bilateral and multilateral donors (although it has been increasingly criticised for the deterioration in its human rights record), and it has a US military base with 1150 personnel that has been used to fly into Afghanistan. It has met the criteria for IMF poverty reduction and secured debt relief from the Paris Club. It has various security, trade, and customs agreements with China and Europe, while tensions with its immediate neighbours are strained.56
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Bertelsmann Transformation Index: Kazakhstan. Bertelsmann Transformation Index: Kyrgyzstan.
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Mongolia is still highly dependent on foreign aid and assistance (see Figures 3.39 and 3.40), which in many ways have simply replaced the large subsidies enjoyed during the Soviet period. Such external dependence has had an influence on domestic economic policy, where the combination of market liberalization and privatisation on the one hand and Western aid on the other has ‘undermined the social security system and the relative economic equality that had been previously created by Soviet development aid’ (Fritz 2002: 93). Mongolia’s primary donor is the United States, whose pattern of aid over the period since the transition has been substantial (see Figures 3.39 and 3.40). There have been concerns expressed over the misuse of donor funds. Tajikistan has good relations with bilateral and multilateral donors and it dependent on overseas assistance, although not to the degree as seen in Mongolia and Kyrgyzstan (see Figures 3.39 and 3.40). It has cooperated in international efforts to combat drug trafficking, while it somewhat surprisingly and against US interests has maintained an agreement with Russian, which allows Russian border guards to control Tajikistan’s border with Afghanistan. There are significant tensions with Uzbekistan concerning historical Tajik cities in modern Uzbekistan and the Tajik minority community in Uzbekistan.57 Turkmenistan has had difficult foreign relations and has suffered cutbacks in overseas development assistant, grants, and loans from the IMF, the European Bank for Reconstruction, and Development (EBRD), as well as the Asian Development Bank (ADB). It has not taken part on the war on terror, has remained neutral with respect to the international intervention in Afghanistan, while its overall willingness to engage with the international community remains low.58 The absence of democratic reform and progress on human rights in Uzbekistan has seen it becoming increasingly isolated from the international community. The EBRD has reduced its activities in the country, while the IMF has withdrawn completely. The Soros Foundation shut down its offices, while the OSCE has limited scope for carrying out its activities in the country.59 During the post-9/11 period, Uzbekistan received considerable aid from the United States (see Figure 3.40), who also maintained an air base in the country until asked to leave after criticising the government for the events surrounding the Andijan massacre.
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Bertelsmann Transformation Index: Tajikistan. Bertelsmann Transformation Index: Turkmenistan. 59 Bertelsmann Transformation Index: Uzbekistan. 58
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Figure 3.39. Total foreign aid per capita, 1990-2003
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Figure 3.40. Total US Military and economic assistance Source: USAID overseas loans and grants (greenbook) www.qesdb.cdie.org/gbk/



3.4.3



International human rights treaty obligations



All six countries have a good record of ratification of major international human rights treaties. Table 3.5 shows the treaties and their years of ratification across the various countries, with row and column totals. The treaties with the lowest record of ratification are the 1989 Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which requires states parties to outlaw the death penalty 53



(see Ghandhi 2002: 79-81), and the 1998 Rome Statute, which subjects states parties to the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court (ibid, 145-197). Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan have the lowest record of ratification (7 out of 9, or 78%), while the remaining countries have all ratified 8 out of 9 instruments (89%). When compared with the assessment in Sections 3.1.3 (civil and political rights) and 3.1.4 (economic and social rights), there is clearly marked gap between the de jure protection and de facto realisation of many human rights across these six countries. The gap is considerably more pronounced in Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, where there are problems with the rights protection across the board, and in particular the protection of civil and political rights.
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Table 3.5 Ratification of international human rights treaties CCPR CESCR OPT1 OPT2 (1966) (1966) (1976) (1989)



CERD (1966)



CEDAW (1979)



CAT (1984)



CRC (1989)



ICC (1998)



Total



Kazakhstan



2003



2003



-



-



1998



1998



1998



1994



-



8 (89%)



Kyrgyzstan



1995



1994



1994



-



1997



1997



1997



1994



1998*



7 (78%)



Mongolia



1976



1976



1991



-



1969



1981



2002



1990



2002



8 (89%)



Tajikistan



1999



1999



1999



-



1995



1993



1995



1993



2000



8 (89%)



Turkmenistan



1997



1997



1997



2000



1994



1997



1999



1993



-



8 (89%)



Uzbekistan



1995



1995



1995



-



1995



1995



1995



1994



2000*



7 (78%)



Total



6 6 5 1 6 6 6 6 2 46 (100%) (100%) (83%) (17%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (33%) (85%) CCPR = International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; CESCR = International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights; OPT1 = Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; OPT2 = Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; CERD = International Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination; CEDAW = Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women; CAT = Convention against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment; CRC = Convention on the Rights of the Child; ICC = Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court Note: * = signature only, full ratification counted for totals Sources: http://www.unhchr.ch/pdf/report.pdf; http://untreaty.un.org/ENGLISH/bible/englishinternetbible/partI/chapterXVIII/treaty10.asp
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3.4.4



Areas in need of further analysis



All the countries have in varying degrees sought to participate with the international community. The oil rich countries have been able to reduce their dependency on foreign aid, while those that are strategically important for the war on terror have benefited from closer relations with the United States. The deteriorating human rights conditions and the lack of significant political reform in the Central Asian countries has seen a consequent reduction in foreign aid, bank loans, and other forms of overseas development assistance. There is a need to find more analysis of state reporting to the various UN Human Rights Treaty bodies.
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4



Conclusions and Recommendations



4.1 Conclusions The comparative study primarily serves as a diagnostic tool that summarises the publicly available information on democracy in the six countries and identifies significant gaps in knowledge that can be researched further in a full democracy assessment. While the philosophy and normative approach that lies behind the ‘State of Democracy’ framework precludes using criteria for judging the eligibility of a country for assessment, the framework is nevertheless predicated on the existence of legitimate groups in civil society that could carry out such an assessment. Under current circumstances, such groups and/or the ability to carry out such assessments in possible in Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan, while such an exercise would provoke suspicion and possible repression in Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan. Scholars and activists that carried an assessment in one of the eight pilot countries experienced difficulties in carrying out their assessment, and it would not be surprising if similar difficulties were experienced in the Central Asian countries included in this study. Mongolia appears to meet all the criteria for democratic consolidation specified by Linz and Stepan (1996), namely, no significant group or organisation seeks to overthrow the democratic rules of the game; those in power follow constitutional rules; and citizens support democracy even in the face of economic hardship. Two academic analysts of Mongolian politics agree that Mongolia meet these criteria (Fish 1998; 2001; Fritz 2002), while two analysts argue that Mongolia does not meet these criteria (Shin and Wells 2005). The difference between these two sets of analysts is explained by the degree of citizen support for the democratic system as opposed to the democratic process. The former set of analysts concentrate more on general levels of public support for the democratic system, while the latter analysts concentrate on the support for both the system and the process. They argue that less than two-fifths of Mongolian population support both the democratic system and the democratic process, suggesting that there are reasons to be concerned about faith in Mongolian democracy. The Central Asian countries included in this study have struggled to bring about democracy since their independence from the Soviet Union. Tajikistan fought a bitter civil war; Turkmenistan has become a one-party and one-person authoritarian regime, while the other countries have seen a significant deterioration in quality and functioning of their democratic institutions, as well as a significant decline in the protection of human rights, which has been arguably most acute in Uzbekistan. Given the limited forms of political pluralism across these countries, the recommendations should be seen as a ‘wish list’ in the event that the political conditions change that would allow the kind of independent assessment envisaged by the State of Democracy framework to take place. 4.2 Recommendations 4.2.1



More information is needed on the full nature and extent of pre-trial detentions, access to legal assistance by those on remand, and the conditions under which juvenile detainees are held.
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4.2.2



There ought to be a full study into the nature, extent, as well as procedures surrounding the use of the death penalty.



4.2.3



There needs to be an examination of the degree to which corruption undermines the rule of law and differentiates access to justice.



4.2.4



There is a need to find more evidence on the incidence of de facto discrimination in health, education, and welfare, and an examination of the empirical linkages between denial of social and economic rights on the one hand and the undermining of civil and political on the other.



4.2.5



More evidence is needed on the overall level of government effectiveness, which could examine the passage and implementation of legislative bills, the implementation of social, economic, and fiscal policies.



4.2.6



There is a need to conduct further research on the nature and extent of corruption throughout state institutions, recognising that corruption is in many ways a ‘latent’ phenomenon and constitutes a universe of clandestine practices and ‘ways of doing’ politics and economics that make it very difficult to measure and combat.



4.2.7



More evidence is needed on the degree to which police and internal security forces are accountable for their actions and the degree to which corruption and impunity exist throughout the forces.



4.2.8



More evidence is needed on government responsiveness to the demands of citizens.



4.2.9



There is a need to find more evidence on local government and the concerns of the different provinces, and whether these concerns are being probably channelled through to central government.



4.2.10 There is a need to find more analysis of state reporting to the various UN Human Rights Treaty bodies and, where feasible, whether domestic NGOs have been preparing shadow reports.
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